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WEALTH MANAGER MAGAZINE RANKS SEIA
IN SEVENTH ANNUAL “TOP DOG” REPORT
Los Angeles – December 6, 2007 – Signature Estate and Investment Advisors, LLC® (SEIA), a boutique wealth
management firm that has $1.3 billion of assets under management (AUM) as of June 30, 2007, is ranked in Wealth
Manager Magazine’s Seventh Annual “Top Dog” Report. This is the fifth consecutive year that SEIA has been listed in
the influential report, which ranks wealth managers according to their high-net-worth clientele base.

SEIA is one of the highest assets under management (AUM) firms listed, ranking it within the top 100 firms in the
report. But despite its impressive $1 billion-plus AUM, SEIA uniquely distinguishes itself from the pack by its relatively
low client minimum. Although Top Dog reports that the medium client minimum is from $1 to $35 million, SEIA’s
client minimum is only $500,000 – distinctively demonstrating the firm’s wide range of clientele.

What further distinguishes SEIA in the report is its extensive level of client relationships. While Top Dog finds that the
medium client relationships is 158, SEIA is reported as having 1,200 – nearly eight times more than the average firm
listed. That’s because SEIA strategically generates much of its referral business from extended family wealth as well as a
broad mix of client estate planning attorneys, CPAs and business managers.
About SEIA
SEIA is a full service wealth management firm headquartered in Century City, California. Founded in 1997, SEIA has reached this important milestone
of $1 billion of assets under management in fewer than 10 years, adding their name to a short list of firms nationwide. SEIA has been ranked among
the Bloomberg Top Wealth Managers List from 2003 to 2006.
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